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1'~  experimental investigation of the wake behind a Meteor 4 EL?XW&Z
has beon carried out, and theory used wherever possible to confirm a&
ater.d the results &tamed.

Xea~urements ehw that for the conditions oovered  in these tests, the
jet velocity has fallen to a negligible value  by about 200-300 ft behinil
the jet exrt. The act muld oe tiqected  to persist Longest under  take-o~cf
conditims  although no measurements were  made of this specific case.

The mayor  disturbances behind on airoraf't are due to the trailing
vortices and tntise decay only slowly. Tests with a Vampire  flying in the
wake of the irIeteor show that the strength of these vortices has only
fallen to about half its initial velue  by 8000 ft behind the ~aircrsft.

lkory and flight test experi~ncc  show that the rolling mment  impwed
on a tracking  aircraft constitutes the most severe disturbance  from those
vortices, ard that in scmo circumstances this rolling moment can be
sufficiently large to ovorpo~fer the ailcron control cf the tracking
aircraft,

Theory indicates that the disturb,anoes  from the tr,siling vortices
will be very severe for a small slow lircr,aft  flyxng in the make of a
large  hoavlly loaded aim&t.  at low speed. The disturbances encountered
by a missile attacking an aircraft  will depend largely upon the relative
mze~ of the missile and aircraft, but in mxny oases  m%y be small, ‘as
the closing speeds are usually high rind  the missile ning span small.
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I Introduction

Some brief teats were recently carried out by Armament Department
to determine the position of the w&e of a target aircraft and its general
effect upon 3. tracking aircraft. These teats ahowed  that the disturbances
in the wake were severe even at extreme range snd that a stern attack
would only be practicable if the wake was avoided. To enable the gona  of
an attacking aircraft to be pre-set to avoid the wake of the target,
measurements of the angle of the wake to the flight path of the target
aircraft were made. Althcugh the infomm?tion  obtained in these tests was
thought sufficient from the point of viem of an air-to-air combat, it was
not considered sufficient for guided weapon purposes, since in many
instances it would not bs possible to arrsnge  the flight path of a guided
missile to avoid the wake of the target aircraft. Some quantitative idea
of the magnitrde of the disturbances likely to be encountered by such a
masile was therefore required.

At the opposite end of the speed range difitculty was being
experienced, and even accidents caused, by light aircrsft flying into the
wakes of larger aircraft under approach conditions at busy civil ai~orts.
Information on the naiure  of the vrake  and the factcra  affecting its decay
were required to enoble existing airfield control proced~e to be mo&fied
to ensure the safety of the small sircraft.

The series of teats and the theoretical work described in this note
were carried out vnth the abcve  obJects  in viav.

It is convenient to consider the wake behind a jet aircraft as having
the folloMng components:

1. The jet (or jets). This consists of a small  diameter region heving
a large longitudinal velocity combined with perhaps a relatively
azna.il  rotation due to swirl. Considerable small scale turbulence
would be expected to be present.

2. The body and other urakea. These are charaoterised by regions of
turbulence and reduced total head behind drag ixcoducing components.
In most c*aes, the largest region would be behind the fuselage.

3. The vortex sheet and trailing vortices. The vortex sheet shed from
the wing rapidly rolls X.QZ  into a pair of trailing vortices. These
trailing '~o?kices may be represented by a double rotational motion
of the classical form. Ems11  scale turbulence 1s confined to the
cores of these vortices.

The teats were planned in such a way as to investigate each of the
above components sep,?rately, an attempt being made to measure the
magnitude of these components as %ell as their rate of decay with distance
behind the aircraft. Sme the difficulties involved in teats of this
nature were  considerable, both the successful as well as the unsuccessful
techniques have been detailed rather more fully then is perhaps usual so
aa to &lude  any further investigations of this nature.

A theoretical approach has been used to estimate the disturbances to
a tracking aircraft or m~aa~.le flying m the wake and to predict the way
in which these disturbances would very with speed, altitude, and size of the
target  and tracking aircraft, The estimates have been checked, wherever
possible, agarnst  the observed fl@t teat results.
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2 Visualisation of the %ke

Early in the tests it was found that consistent results could only
be obtained when the pilot of the tracking aircraft could "see" the wake.
iktensive  use was herefore  made of the Neteor 4 aircraft  used in the
tests of Reference 1. This Grcraft  was equipped  Ttith means for injecting
a 1~ viscosity oil into the jet pipe to produce a dense vhite smoke. The
oil was carried in underwing tanks  which were pressuriseditith nitrogen to t
provide the necessary pressure feeding. Each tank fed only to the engine
on its wn side, but the pilot could select either port, starboard, or
both engines. The smoke, as well as defining the boundaries of the jet, 2
also showed the positions of the trailing vortices, since when the vortex
sheet f%m the wing rolled up, the smoke was wrapped round these vortices.
This system was not entirely satisfactory as cere  had to be taken that the
tracking aircraft did not become ccuapletely  immersed in the smoke, other-
wise its windscreen became covered in unburnt oil. a fair mount of
practice was necessary to perfect a technique of switching the smoke on
and off at the right times ao that the tracking aircrsft  never became
completely immersed in the smoke. The total duration of the smoke rvas
only about 30-40 seconds, even though a oonsiderable  amount  of oil was
carried, and this short duration proved a severe limitation.

At high altitudes use was made of condensation trails to visualise  the
tro.iLing vortices. This was found preferable to using the oil smoke as it
eliminated the difficulties mentioned above.

It is felt that if further tests of this nature are to be carried out,
a smoke trail  obtained by injecting cressylic  acid into the Jet pipe would
probably give a considerable improvement. The smoke trail  produced by tkis
system is not unduly dense,  persists far a considerable time and can, of .
course, be sxitched  on and off at ~~11. Further,sufficient acid can be
carned to produce a long duration of smoke.

Smoke  canisters positioned at suitable points on the aircraft were
found useful for investigating the rolling up of the vortex sheet behind
the x6n.g. However, as the type of canisters used :iould  not ignite at
altitude their use was limited to flights  at altitudes less than about
5,000 ft. At these low altitudes, care had to be taken to choose calm
conditions so that the tendency for atmospheric turbulence to break up
the smoke pattern xzs reduced.

There 18 little doubt  that the succwss  of a series of tests to
investigate the wake behind an aircraft depends almost fundamentally upon
an adequate means of vwxd~sing  the wke.

3 Characteristics of the Jet

3.1 Determination of the Rate of Decay of Jet Velocity

3.1.1 "Pitot  Traverse" xOth0a

The first technique used to measure the velocity in the jet was
surprisingly successful. A two-seat Meteor 7 -was flown in formation with
the target Meteor and to its starboard side. The snoke(para.2) was then
&.tched on and the traclang  heteor 7 edged 111 until its wing tip pitot-
static  hea3 v,as immersed  in the centre  of the smoke. The observer in the
Meteor 7 then read the irxxease  in ASI reading. The distance between
the iB#W aircraft was obtained x5t.h  a fixed ring gun sight. The closest
distance that the tracking aircraft  was flown to the target aircraft was
dictated by the strength of the tip vortex effects and the controllability
of the Meteor at the ,particular  flight speed. Thus,although at 250 hots
a traverse could be made ordy  a few feet behind the fin, it was not deemed
safe to fly closer than about 40 ft from the tail of the target at oth,er
qecds.
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The results obtained in tests at 10,000 ft altitude and at speeds of
178, 250 and 346  knots  are shown in figures 1 (a), (b) and (c), together
with estimated values for the mean velocity at the jet exit as derxved
from Perwent  5 brochure data.

The results are plotted as the difference, AT., between the F&S in
tie jet stream  cand the flight EAS ('7.). It is see& that the jet velocity
falls to a lovp value very rapidly an& that fcr the particular flight
conditions of these tests, the jet velocity can be considered negligible
at distances greater than about 200-300  ft behind the aircraft. The jet
velocity persists longest at high R.P.N.  and lcw speed (Fig.l(a)).  It
my be noted that in deriving jet velocity from  the AS1 reading at is
assumed that the static pressure in the jet is atmospheric. Tlus is
almost certainly true in all cases considered here as the jet exit is
not choked.

When the engine is at low R.P.M.  or idling there is a drop in ASI
reaaing in the jet signifying a loss of total head.

This 'pitot  traverse" method demanded appreciable flying skill,
since the disturbances due to the trailing vortices were so severe that
the pilot could only hold the pitot-static head in the jet stroem  for a
short space of time. This  was partxwlarly  true at the very close ranges,
where often 'Lx jet velocity has to be obtaiwd  from  a mo,+noni,ary jump
in AS1 reading as the pitot-static head traversed through the jet stream.
%here  this jump in ASI read_lngwas large, 11; was felt that errors due t0
lag in the AS1 system could be appreciable. Further there ~ras  no
guarantee that the velocity at the centre of the jet (i.e. the peak
velocity)  was being measured every tune. These uncertainties mainly
applied to the closer ranges and it is felt that the values of Jet
velocity obtained at the larger ranges are reasonably aoourate.

3.1.2 Photographic K&hod

In an attempt to confirm the results obtained above, another
technique was used.

A Eieteor  7 was Plan in formation xi.th  the target aircraft  but a
few thousand feet directly below it. The observer in the rear seat then
took a cinch record of the smoke as it emerged from the jet pipes of the
target aircraft. A specimen record obtained in this kvay is shown  in
Figure 2. The camera used ~'GLS  a ce&lcx  Eclair oatnera  set for its
nxxinnm speed of about 50 pictures per sec. and equipped tith a 35 nun
focal length lens. This camera was found convenient in that the sight
could be rotated through 90' to enable the -era  to be sighted xith the
lens pointing vertically upwards. To assist the operator in keeping the
carnerd  level, a spirit level bubble was attached to the side of the
camera. The comers. speed was obtained by photographing a high speed
watch (3 sets per rev.) in flight immediately after the test.

Prom the cin4  record a plot of the distance of the end of the smoke
from the jet exit against time can be obtained, the linear scale being
obtained by measuring the size of the aircraft on the film and the time
scale from  the measured camera speed. Figure  3 shows the plot obtained
from the photographs of Figure 2, which were taken at 30,000 ft and at
255 knots FLAS. The slope of the curve at any point clearly represents
the true velocity of the jet at that  point plus the true airspeed of the
aircraft. For the exanple  of Figure 3, it appears that this total
velocity has fallen to a stsbilised  value of 418 knots by a distance
of about 150 ft behind the jet exit. The true air speed of the aircraft,
as derived from the US and ambient temperature is 426  Inots. Attributing
the 2 per cent difference between these ixo speeds to experimental errors
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it follows that the velocity of the Jet has fallen to zero by about 150
ft behind the Jet exit. lit 10,coo  ft dtltUde the COT3?eSFOdi.~  diStZJlOe
at the same r.p.m.  siid speed 1s about 250  ft (traverse method Fig.l(b)).
This difference belT8een the results obtained at the two altitudes might
be expected, for, at S. @Ven r.,+lL  and SF:pe'Sd, the E.&S.  at the Jet exit
decreases with increasing altitude. Hence the Jet vrould  be expected to
persist longest at lai;-  altitude.

The record sham  at Fqgre  3 is one of two taken at 30,000 ft to
illustrate that the rapid decay of jet velocity shown by the results of
the traverse method (para.3.1.1.)  -.uza.s  also true at high altitude. A
series of records, of ?zhxh Figures I+(a)  and 4(b) are typical, we.-e also
taken at about 10,000 ft altztude  to give a direct comparison wLth tile
curves of Plgur‘?  1.

Figure L,(a) suggests that at 178 hots at 13,000 ft altitude and at
12,200 r.p.m., the Jet velocity has fallen to zero by about 500 ft behind
the J& exrt.  The results obtained from the traverse method (Flg.l(a))
give a value of about 300-350 ft. Thus the two bfferent  techniques
produce an snnaer  of the same order, If not exactly of the same magnxtude.
Ho~rever,  exact agreement  could hardly be expected, as the almost
asymptotic decay of jet velocity makes it most diffico~t  to hete-e  the
exict  point :-:here  it has fallen to sero.

Fwwe  4(b), 1s a record taken with the starboard engine zdlmng and
gives a good idea of the poss;ble  errors in the method. The steady flight
speed wxs recorded 3s 221 knots, while the stabllised  speed  jietermlned from
the port  engine smoke trawl  1s 213 knots and from the starboard engine
207 knots. Although these three figwes agree to only about 7;; accuracy,
there is still little doubt of the order of the dxstsnce  downstream for
the Jet velocity to decay to a small value.

ks the above partwular  examples show, the results of this  method
confirm conclusively the results of the traverse method in showing that
the Jet velocity decays to a small value vmtlmn several hundred feet of
the target a3.rcraft. This  photo&raphx  technique  2s) however, not
accurate enough to be used for a general  znvestxgation of the effects of
speed, altitude and engine  r.p.m.  on the decay of the Jet.

3.2 Turbulence 1x1 the Jet

The turbulence m the ;et could be felt as a high frequency buffet
on the tracking aircraft. ,ThhlLs  turbulence seemed  to die anay in much the
same ,mmner as the jet velocitji and was not apparent at large range.

f, vibrograph was installed in a Vanpire  aircraft  to measure the
magnitude and rate of decay of this turbulence (at least, as far as its
effect  on the Vampire was concerned). Some trial records were taken to
prove the method, but no systematic tests were made owing to lack of time,

3.3 Sky of conclusions from the Jet Investigation

Ls tire  itiidely different techniques  of measwing the velocity in the Jet
had gLven practically the same result, snd as the real Interest  lay m the
characteristics of the awake at further  distances downstream thanis,here the
jet had been shwn  to exist m any ser~.eus  form, no further tests 'were
carried out.

Before proceeding further, it is convenient to sunmsr ise the main
results, together vnth the Inferences "&at can be drawn from them:

.
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I. For the speed rauge  178-350  knots Ells at 10,000 ft and for engine
speeds up to 13,500 r.p.m., the jet velocity has fallen to a
negligibly low value by about 200-253 ft behind the jet tit.

2. It seem probable f?com the results that the distance for which
the jet persists is mainly dependent upon the difference between
the speed of the jet at the jet exit and the speed of the
amcraft,  the larger this difference the longer the jet persists.

3. For a given r.p.tn.  and flight EAS, this excess speed will be
greatest at low altitude. Hence the conditions favcurig  a lag
pmsistence  of the jet velocity might be mpected  to be low
altitude, high engine power,  and low aircraft speed: e.g.
take-off conditions.

4 Extsnt of Rake behind Fuselage and Cther Drag Producing Bodies

The wake behind the fuselage and other drag producing bodies is
defined by a region of reduced total  head and of small scale turbulence.

Some brief tests using the traverse technique (para.3.1.1.)  udicated
that the loss in total head in the mke of the fuselage was relatively
small. For example, at 250 knots at 10,000 ft altitude, the drop in
ASI reading at about I+0 ft behind the fuselage was only about 5-10  knots.
No systematic tests mre made.

5 The Vortex Sheet and Trail,ing Vortioes

The investigation of paras. and I+ nave shcmn  that the disturbances
at large distances behind a turbo-Jet aircraft can only be due to the
trailxng  vortex system. Indeed, it is probable that at all distances
hehmd  the target, the trailing vortices predommate  in their effect on a
tracking aircraft and this might be expected to be equally true for a
propeiler  Liriverl sircmft.

In the follcmrng paragraphs, the thewetical  character;Lstics  of the
truling vortex sheet snd vortices ml1 be discussed and their effects on
a tracking aircraft estimated. Pli&t  measurements of the disturbances IA
the wake and of the decay of these disturbances with c&stance  behind the
target aircraft will t&n be presented and ocmparod  with theory.

The characteristics and basic theory of the vortex sheet and
trailing vortices are given  in many text-books, and reference should be
made to these standard works for more detailed information than is given
in the follcwirg outline.

5.1 "Rollln~-up"  of the Vortex Sheet

The vortex sheet shed from the wing, be!ng unstable, rapidly rolls
up into two finite vortices commonly referred to as the trailing vortices.
Theoretical  and experimental investigations of this rolling-up prccess
are detailed in Reference 2.

The point &we the vortices are fully rolled-up is herd to specify
precisely as the vortzces  approach the fully rolled-up condition
asjmptotically  as the distance  from the wing a;;proaches infinity. Hoa-ever
it can be shown2  that the distance, e, for the vortex sheet to become
essentially rolled-up is of the form
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where A = aspect ratio of' wing
b :: bung span
R = some constant

To illustrate the order of magnitude of this quantity for a Meteor
aircraft, it will be assumed that the Meteor has elliptic span loading
and hence that a value  for K of 0.28 can be used. (Referem3  2).
Substituting in equation (1) we obtain 1'igore  5, which shows that the
vortex sheet becomes essentially rolled up il quite a short distance
behind the arroraft. Hence as far as a trecklng  aarcraft  is comerned,
little  error will be involved by assum&  that the dzturbances  at all
practwable  ranges are due entarely  to the fully rolled-up vertices.

hxperimental checks of the distance for the vortex sheet to roll up
and of the distance apart of the fully rolled-up vortices csn be obtained
by using sutably  positmned smoke canisters. No tests were carsr~ed out
with this speosf'ically  in rnizid  but Figure 7(b) is typical of the results
that can be obtained. The canisters mere in this case positionma one at
the wing tip to mark the centre of the vortex and the ether  midwy  between
the nacelle and fuselage (F&T(a)). The photo at 160 knots shows clearly
hoTI the czntre  of the vortex mows  inboard to its stabilised  position, the
smoke  from the mnn~r  canaster  ,mean\:hile  j~appirig itself srcund  this cent-e.
The diffusion of ',he  smoke from the inboard canister is very rapid. Phis
is perhaps duo to the smoke becoming Lxsd 7zith the jet or Cth the
turbulent air ~n the core of the vortex. In any event, the smoke seems to
become eventually wapped ii~ J. cylandcr  abo&  the centre of the vortex
instead of retining  as a single filament. Unless psrticulerly calm
conditions  are chosen, atmospheric turbulellse rapidly breaks up the smoke
pattern (para.2). This can be seen happening towards the bottom of the
photograph at 260  knots, although conditions  at the time when this phote
WLS t&en  zere  admittedly very turbulent.

5.2  _Ir.climtion  to Plight Path of Vortex Sheet and Trailing Vortices

To shorr the positLoo. of the irake behind the target aircraft  and how
this  varies with  flight speed, the mclmnation  to The flight ,path of the
vortex sheet and of the fully rolled-up vortices will be calculated.

Assuming elliptic s-pan loading,
sheet lnmediatoly behind th3 i&g is3

the donnwrd  velrcity of the vertex

r
w z.2
0 b

where To = circulation at 31.~3  span.

b = span of aircraft

and w0 = downwardvelocity

For love1  flight

7cbT = p.-. rou
4 (2)
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U = true air speed of aircraft

I

Hence the dovrrr~~& mncJ.ination  of the vortex sheet immediately
behind the iring is

kl-o= 188 m
u b2 Vi2

radians (3)

ehere vi = EAS Lf sircrd*rt  (Knots)

The vortex sheet rapidly rolls up into two finite  vortioes  (ps.ra.5.1)
and once these are formed they iqart to each 0th~  a downward  velocity of

where b' = distance apart  of fully rolled-up vortices.

If it is assumed that b' = "/4 b (elliptic loading) then (4) becomes
after rearrangement

0 = --38 v
u b2 V2

radians (5)
i

The inclmatiors  given by (3) and (5) for a Meteor aircraft are shown
in Figure 6. As the vortex sheet rolls up its inclination to the flight
path decreases rapidly until the value for the fully rolled-up vortices is
mxhed. Thereafter the inclrnation  below the flight path decreases only
slorrly  as the vortices decay.

The ourves  of Figure 6 together ;tith the calculated distances for ths
vortex sheet to roll up (I?igure  5) enable the position of the wake to be
derived. For example, if it is assumed that the inclination of the wake
decreases linearly from its value close behind the wing to its value for
the fully rclled-up vortices, then at 250 knots the distance of the wake
below the flight path is about L+ ft at 200 ft behind the aircraft,  Ihis
distance thereafter increasing by about 0.6 ft for every 100 f't increase
in range. Thus, except at very 1017 speeds, the centre of wake wil.Zi.  lie
only slightly below the flight path.

Some measurements of the inclination of the centre of the wake  to the
flight path are reported in l?eference 1. For speeds of 250-450 tits the
inclination at about 400 ft behind the aircraft  v&s. about  &o. This is of
the same order ss the theoretical values for the fully rolled-up vortices
(Figure 6). Hence we may conclude that a theoretical treatment such as given
above still give a good guide to the position of the wake.
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5.3 Strength  and. Theoretical Elfects  of Fully Rolled-w Vortices-

In this section  the theoretxal  effects of the vortxes upon a
tracking  aircraft vi.11 be discussed. It villbe assnxd that the vortioes
have just become  rolled-up and have not h3.d time to decay apprecxbly.

3
The veloaty pattern clue  to the fully rolled-rp  vortex pair can be

readxlg derived from the standard  theory which,  3s already mentioned,  is
$zestntea in most  text books. Thus if the on&in 1s liken  mi&ay  belxecn
the two vortices arjl if y is measured horizontjZly and perpendicular to
the flr&t path and s W~LG~I$~  douxwards,  then the downward  velocity at
-any point OLI the y axis is-

wliere  To is given  by equation  (2) wd b' = x/l+  . b (assurmng
agam ellxptxc  spm loading). TJ avoid the infinite  velecity at the
centre  of each vqrtex,  it 1s generally ~SSLUTE~. that  each VO~~E?X  has a
"core" rotating ;iitil  cor,stxd.  angular  velocity. The al;?meter  of th3.s CC?3
1s about 0.2 b' for ellxptic  ioadin2.

Th winat~on of w, dor~vcd from  equation (6) for a ~etcor aircraft,
is s!xnrn  m Yigure 8 for a flight  bpeed  of' 248 knots EAS at 15,000 ft
altitude. The distance dovmstucm  where  thus velocity distribution r;o~~M
be expected  1s 3 t tha pornt  &ere the vortex sheet 1s Just fully rolled-v.3,
that is, ct about 200 ft range @igure  5). As the distarEe  donstream
rnmeases  beyond this range, so the cores spread  and the vxtex  system
demys.

Notc that the velocity o> in equation (6) i s relative to axes movizii~
vnth the vortxces. The velocity rclat%ve  to axes fixed  m space  nust mr21113e
the velooit  due to the C?oTnx%,d movement cf tile  vwtxes  themselves
(equation 47. IIo;;evar, for a tracking aircraft  flying continuously 3.n the
rTake  , It is the veiwzty relative  to the mocha  axes t&t 1s of xm;;ortsxoe.

The vortices ~~11 cauoc  both ln.ngltu&.nal  and lateral distwbances  to
a track3ng  sircraft  and we wtll nov -iroceed xo exmine each of these erfects_
separately.

l'ho  lorg~tudinal  trim cha,l<e  as ax aircraft traverses slowly tkzough
the TK&? from top to bottom 1s difficult to define and calculate, brt the
follovrin~ will mdicate  tne general order of rngrutnde of the dxsturbance.

l'he  longglttiinal  change of trim vi11 clearly be a manzum  when the
-ireraPt  is at the c6ntre  of the vortex pattern. iis the velocity
distribution here will bc: of the type shown ln Figure 8, ;t is ap_ment
that  the trim  change  willbc .~&luenoed  bjr three main factcrs:

1. l'hc dornmard  velocity beti-reen tnc ti~o  vort:!ces r-n11 reduce the
lirt  on Chz ta~lplelle and hence  produce a nose-lrp  moment on the
sLux%rt  ,

2. The d.wrnznrd  velocity r&l1 also  redxe the lc%Gng over the root
cf the wring  and hcwe  reduce the dc:;lr/ash  at the tail. Em3 VJill
cease  3 msa-dnrn mn~ent.
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3. In.order  to mantain equilibrium of lift = weight, the incidence
ofthe whole s~craft  will have to be inorcased.  The effect of
ths in reducing the chsnge  of inoidence  at The tszl  caused by
(1) v&U become  of greater impcrtenc?  as the span  of thz tracking
aircraft  is decreased, so that more of the wing is tiersed in
the dowxwsrd  velocity field between the two vortices.

Comxi.der now aXeteor  aircraft  bang tracked by a Vampire, both
sircmft  flying at the same speed of 24.8 knots and a~ 15,000  ft slrir;ude.
Fqure 8 shows that the mesn downward  velocity over the talplane of the
Vam~,i.re, when it is at the cantre  of the v&e, will be about 14 ft/soc.
The down elevator  required to balsnoe out the increased lift on the

Cailplsne  will  be - . 2i"11;
a3 u'

which gives a value of about 2&". The

stick force correspondirg  to this will be about 5 l'o. This elevator
angle to trim vi11 however be reducedby  probsbly about half  by the
second of t;he  factors mentioned above. Further, as a large proportion of
the  wing of the Vsmoire  ~~11 be kmm-sed in the downward velocity field
betveen the trio vor&es,  the ohsnge  in attitude required to maintain
lift = weight v#illbe  large and will  s.ga~  conaidersbly  reduce the elevator
angle to trim.

The longitudinal change of trim wuld Thus  be expected to be small.
PiLoTs'  opinions from flight tests using Metcor and Vempire  aircraft
cmlkxued that this was the case. The late~ol  disturbances were  in sll
cases  stated to be the most severe and difficult to control.

5.3.2 Latersl Effects on a Trackmg  hrcrsft

The way in which the lateral disturb,ance vsries as the tracking
aircraft  moves across the wake from one side to the other can best be
illuscr&cd  by reference to Figure 8. Qs the tracking aircraft  moves in
frcmthe  right so the port wing will become  affectedby  the upward. velocity.
This vi11  impose  a rollir&  moment on the sircrsft  tenting to roll it to the
right. As the aircraft  moves  further into the certre  of the wake, so the
rollmg moment w~.ll increase to a maximum end then decrease as the port wing
becomes affected  by the dcwnward  velocity between the two vortices. As
mere  audr.iore  of the pox-c wing becomes immersed in Qm.s  dwenw?l veloca.ty
.end  the sta?.%omdwxng  boca1e.e  ~nfluenccd by the uwsrd  velo~ty,  the
rollin:  moment  vi11 change to one producing a roll to tie loft. This till
probably roach a maximum r&iue  when the aircraft ccntre-line  is at or near
the oenwe of the right hand vortex. Mcvemcnt  of the aircraft  further into
tho ccntre  of the w&o will cause this rolling  moment to decrease untal  at
baccmcs zero  nhcn the nircrsft  centrc-line  is at the centre of the vortex
pattern. The reverse sequence  will apply  as the aircraft  then moses out of
the wake to the left,

Let us new try to estimate the msgnatudo of these rolling moments
end the aileron  angles rcqticd to trim.

If L is the rolling moment imposed by the vortex pattern at eny
particular  instant, then the ciloron  angle,  4; , required to trim is given
by

iTow pb



Hence L=~p.~.5.&P&b. (7)

If we asswne that the rolling moment, L, and the damping in rell
derivative, .& , obey the same law of variation v&th Mach nrrber  then at
any Mach number,  M, we can write (7) as

(L&,* = (ep)M=o  -&
( x

. E * 3 P TJ2 S b *

Heme  we can obtain the aileron angle to trim by estimating the icw
speed values of L and 4p ana by substituting them in equation (8),

together vsith  the value sf pb/2U<( ii obtained from flight tests at the

appropriate h4ach  number and EAS.

Both L and C
P

have been estimated here by simple strip theory
assuming that the increase in local  CL at any point along the spsn  is equal
to (the change  in incidence at that position) x (the section lift curve
slope). A oheck  on the accurdcy of this strip method was obtained using
the more exact theory of Reference 4. The difference  was, however,  found
to be insufficient to warrant the Jse of this mere complicated method.

The particular case of a Vampire  5 aircraft tracking a Meteor -v?ill
nov, be considered. Both aircraft will be assumed to be flying at 24.8 knots
and at 15,000 ft altiW.%e. The velocity distribution in the wake of the
Mete@r at fairly close range has been estimated in para.5.3,  and is given
in Figure 8. Using this velocity distribution, the rolling moment imposed
on the Vsmpire  when it is at any specified  distance from the centre of the
weke has been calculated, and the aileron angle to trim derived in the
manner outlined above. Figure 9 shoxTs the variation in this aileron angle
to trim as the Vampire traverses  across the wake. It ihi seen that the
initial roll to the right as the aircraft  traverses in from the right is
relatively small compared xith the ensuing roll to the left caused by
the port wmg becoming umnersed  in the da-znjard velocity fiel$  between the
two vortices. The maximum aileron angle to trim amounts to 8 (or about
0.8 of the t&al aileron travel) and occurs when the centre-line of the
Vampire is 11 ft from the centre of the wake. This rapidly changes to
8' in the other direction as the aircraft traverses further across the
wake, the distance between the tv;o  peak values being only 22 ft. The large
magnitude of this trim chsnge  coupled x-&h the rapid change-over from
maximum one my to n?aximum the other,accouuts  to a large extent for the
difficulty of controlling a tracking aircraft in the wake of another
aircraft.

To indicate how the aileron angle to trim in the wske varies veith  the
flight speed let us assume that the acre  diameter and distance apart of
the vxtices are unaffected by speed, altitude or Mach number. The vertical
velocity W, at any point in the wake will thus be propcrticA?al  'cc I',
(equation (6)) and hence to -plu ( equation (2)). It therefore follo%vs that

the rolling moment L induced on the tracking aircraft till be independent

of speed and altitude, since L is proprtio~  to +. 3 P n2.



Hence the aileron angle to

,here Vi is the

1trim will vary as - 1 (Ew.7)2’  @ or as
-&J

2E

flight EAS. The lateral conizol difficulties

would therefore be expected to become more serious as speed is reduced.
For the particular exsmple  considered above, the aileron control of the
Vampire will be insufficient to true  out the lateral disturbances for
speeds less than about 226  labs us. Tfe see then that the rolling moments
amposed  on a tracking aircraft flying in the wake can be large  and that at
low speed It is possible to have insuffzcient  aileron control av'lable  to
counter the severe lateral disturbances. It should be borne in mind that
the above calculataons  apply to ranges of the order of 200 ft. As the
distance behind the target aircraft  morrases  and the trailang  vortices
decay so the disturbances will decrease and the amount of aileron control
required be reduced accordingly.

5.4  Rate of i?ccaly

From rrhat has been said above it is clcsr  that the impcrtant
characteristic governirg the severity of the disturbances in the wake at
moderate tbstances  from the target i,Q the rate of aecay of the trailing
vortices. l::e  will now proceed to describe attempts to measure the rate
of decay in flight, as there appears to be little  information available
on the subject.

As the rotational velocity in the rake is small compared with the
flight speed, it was found difficult  to devise a technique which  would
enable the quantity measured to be lrarge in comparison with possible
experimental errors. In the end two methods were tried.

The first of these was an attempt to measure the actual rotation4
velocity in the wake by using smoke carAsters  suitably positioned on the
target aircraft (e.g. Figure 7). Unfortunately the smoke ?vas  found to
diffuse too rapidly mati~::  this method unsuitable for exploring the wake
at large d&tanoes  downstream. It was therefore not pursued further, but
as the technique could be used to give information  of value on the manner
of the rollm.g-LQ of the vortsx sheet behind the wing it has been briefly
described in pra.5.2  rather than in this section.

In the second method the difficulty of measuring directly the velocity
pttern due to the vortices WLs avoided, an attempt being made instead to
neasure the maxamum aileron angle to trim as alaircraft  traversed the w&e
at various distances do?nstre~~,. Using an argument roughly the converse of
that developed in pam.5.3.2,  it was then possible  to work back from the
measured msmmm aileron angle s and obtain the rate of spread  of the vortex
core. This second  method proved quite successful  and it is therefore
discussed in more detail.

5.4.1 V,eriation in &.ximum Aileron Angle  to Trim nith Distance
behind Target  Aircraft

A &m&-e 5 aircraft was instrumented to measure port <aileron  angle,
aileron stick force, and normal acceleration on a desynn type continuous
trace mmxder. A 16  rem G.S.A.P.  camera was fitted in the nose of the
~xircraft to measure range. ~3 typical record obtained as the Vampire
traversed from right to left across the centre  of the wske is shcmn  in
Figure 10. Gomparlng this :ath the theoretical curve of 'F-e  9, it is
seen that  the general  shapes of the aileron angle  to trim curves  are
similar except that the small peak predicted at about 35  ft from the
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centre  of the wake does not occur so markedly on the flight record. !Ihe
flight tests showed that although the pilot could control the aircraft to
just beyond the first maximum aileron angle reached, the changeover from
maximum aileron angle  one way to i?ex.unum the other was so rapid that he
had difficulty in keeping the arrcraft  under control. Ihe record shown
in Figure IO is perhaps one of the better ones, as in general the flight
record of the variation in aileron sngle  beyond the first peak does not
agree well with the theoretical variation. It was felt however that some I
relisnce  could be placed in the first peak value of aileron angle obtained
in this way. A series of tests 'jiere  accordingly carried  out to measure
the veriation of this peak aileron angle with range, speed end altitude.
To enable the pilot to "see" the wake, smoke was used at love altitude and
VapoUr trails at high altitude (pera.2).

Only  a proportion of the flight records obtained could be used as the
pilot found it difficult to traverse always through the oentre  of the wake.
Also, as pilots esttites  of range were found to be considerably in error
(no gun sight was fitted), only those records where the range cculd be
derived from the G.S.A.P. camera film were used, The difficulty of
ta%&ing through the centre of the w&e and cf estimating range  from the
G.S.A.P. film increased as range increased. This accounts to some extent
for the few points obtained at large range. l&se ren~dswhere the pilot
reported that he had allowed a wing to drop before the maximum aileron
angle  rras reaohed were also ignored.

The results obtained arc shown in Figure 11. In these the maximum
port aileron angle  to trim as measured from the records has been
corrected to a mean sngle  using ground measurements of the aileron
differential movement. No correction has been made lor variation in
weight of the target aircraft. It is seen from Figure II that the
vortices persist for a considerable time and have decayed only to about
half their initial strength by 8000 ft behind the target aircraft. For
the tvVo  speeds at JO,OOO-35,000  Pt altitude, the disturbmes  close behind
the aircraft  were so strong that although maximum stick travelxas  used,
the wings could still not be kept level. Theoretical values for the
maximxxn aileron angle  to trim  as derived by the method of psra.5.3.2 are
also shown plotted. It has been assumed that these theoretical values
apply at the point where  the vortices are just fully rolled-up. The
agreement betuscien theory and experiment is quite encouraging.

It should be noted that vrith  the lixmted nmber of points obtained
at the 1,arger  ranges there is no real guarantee that the mcudmum values
of aileron angle to trim have been reached. A considerable number of
points at eaoh range would be necessary to enable curves to be drawn
with confidence. however, it is felt that sufficient has been done here
to establish beyond doubt the general order of the rate of decay of the
strength of the trailing vortices.

Probably the major difficulty encountered in these tests was in
determining range  with a camera. Thus at ranges greater than say
5000  ft it was difficult to see the target aircraft distinctly or the
film because of haze and the general lack of definition of a 16 mm film.
Further when vapourtrails  were used it was necessary for the tracking
aircraft to climb several hundred feet above the wske  to photograph the
target. Radar renging  equipment would be a satisfactory solution to
these difficulties. The smoke producing system used for visualization
of the we&e at 1~ altitudes was also not entirely satisfactory, the
difficulties enoouutered  having been mentioned slready in para.2. A
smoke system  using oressylio acid wuuld probably give much imprwed
lT3iLtS.
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It was because of the above diffxxlties  that the prograame  was
lmited to those tests necessary to prove that the technique was a workable
one and to give some general guide to the ra5e  of decay of the trailing
vortices.

5.5 General Discussion

It has been demonstrated here, both by theory and by flight tests,
that the rolling moments o.mposed  by the trailing vortices are the most
serious of the disturbances felt by an aircraft flying in the wake of
another aircraft. It has also been shown that at ion speeds these rolling
moments become of such magnitude that in general insufficient aileron power
is available to counteract them. $Further,  as the rolling moment changes
sign from its maximum in one direction to its maximum in the other in a
very short distance laterally across the wake, control of the tracking air-
craft will be very difficult. In fact, unless  the wake is traversed slowly
and by a pilot who knows what disturbances to expect, the aircraft will in
many instances be thrown out of control. This is no doubt the reason
underlying many of the accidents that have occurred to aircraft flyang
inadvertently into the wakes of other aircraft.

An estimate of the maximum- - disturbance  likely to be encountered close
behind the target aircraft can be obtained by .using  the method of para.
5.3.2  in conJunction  with the core diameter of 0.2b' assumed there. As the
actual magnitude of the disturbances depend fundamentally upo;~ the type of
aircraft in question, let us consider, briefly by the general methods of
dimensional analysis the effects of the various parameters, speed, altitude,
size of aircraft, etc.

It has already been shown  in para.5.&2  that for both target and
tracking aircraft flying at the same speed, the aileron angle to trim in
th0 fake is proportional to 1

VT 22 l

Hence the control  difficulties will
1 2uc

increase rapidly as +hc speed is reduced, or as the rolling power of the
ailerons  decreases. The most severe disturbances would be expected

(1) at low equivalent airspeeds

or (2) at transonic  speeds where pb2us may become small

or (3) at speeds near the aileron reversal speed.

To show the effect of the sise  of tine tracking aircraft on the maximum
aileron angle to trim  Fig+n-e  12 has been prepared by scaling the Vampire
planform used for the previous calculations. The speed and altitude are
again 24.8 knots EAS and 15,000 ft respectively. The effect  on the -tracking
aircraft is seen to be most severe when its span IS about q that of the
target. Thus a fighter  of &O ft span attacking a bomber of 460 ft span
would,  other things being equal, expect to encounter more severe dxhr-
bances than would a large aircraft flying in the wake of a smaller aircraft.
On the other hand, a guided missile attacking a large aircraft would probably
encounter relatively small disturbances as its span is usually very small
relative to that of the target. It should be noted that the curve of
Figure 12 applies only to the particular exe diameter  assumed for Figure 8.
As the vortices decay and the core diameter increases so the value of the
ratio span of tracking aircraft/span of target au~raft  ibr i%aximm  disturbarce
wrll increase, although of course the overall level of the disturbances
will be less.
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The disturbance in the wake will also clearly be proportional to the
s@n lOdiW (w/b) of the tar&t aimmft.

It has been assumed in the above discussion that the speed of the
tracking aircraft is the same as +&at of the target aircraft. If, however,
the tracking aircraft flies in the wake  at a speed which is different from
that of the target, then the aileron angle to trim can easily be shown to be
proportional to

whore the dashed quantities refer to the tracking aircraft. Thus, for a
given target aircraft  speed, Vi, the lateral disturbance to a tracEng
aircraft will be greatest when its speed is low.

To swmnarlse,  it appears that. a small slow aircraft flying in the wake
of a large heavily loaded aircraft flying at low speed will encounter
exceptionally severe disturbanoes. The disturbances encountered by a missile
attacking an aircraft will depend to a large extent upon the relative sizes  of
the aircraft and missile, and in many circumstances may be small espeoially as
the closing speeds are usually high.

6 Recoammndations for Further Work

It is felt that sufficient work has been carried out here to show that
the major disturbances  in the wake at all ranges are due to the trailing
vortices. The main problem now outstanding is the determination of the laws
gOvemh% the rate of deoay of these vortices. With these laws established
it would then be possible to predict the disturbances likely to be encountered
by cln aircraft  or missile flying  in '&e wake of any other e+.kmraft,

It is considered that the first step should be the establishment of an
adequate theory for the decay of a pair of trailing vortices, backed in the
first instance by laboratory experiments. Further flight experiments would
then be required to check the validity of this theory  under flight oonditions
and to determine the values of the empirical constants.

The experimental technique using the values of maximum aileron angle to
trim can, it is thought, be used successfully for any further flight experi-
ments. To enable these measurements to be related to the velocity distributions
due to thcz  vortices, accurate measurement of the aileron Rower of the tracldng
aircraft and of the distance apart of the vortioes  will be required. This
latter can be accomplished by the smoke technique mentioned in para5.1.

7 ConcLsions

1. Neasurements show that, for a Meteor flying within the speed range
175-350 knots at 10,000 ft altitude, the jet velocity has fallen to a
negligibly low value by about ZOO-3OO  ft behind the jet exit.

2. The jet velocity would be expected to persist longest at low
altitude, at low forward speeds, and at high engine r.p.m. The conditions
favouring a long persistence of the jet might thus be expected at take-off.

3. The major disturbances at all die&noes  behind an aircraft are due to
the trailing vortices and these decay only slowly. Tests using a Vampire
aircraft flying in the wake of a Meteor show that the strength of these
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vortices has fallen to only about half Its initial  value by WOO ft beh5nd
the aircraft. Although insufficaent  experimental work has been carried out
here to draw any general conclusions on the deoay of the trailing vortices,
it is felt that a satisfactory flight technique has been established for
further tests.

4. Theory and flight experience show that the rolling moments
imposed on a trackmg aircraft by the vortices constitute the most severe
disturbance  due to the wake, and that under some conditions  the rolling
moments so imposed. cannot be controlled oven with full aileron applied.

5. Theory i.n&cates  that the effect of the trailing vortices on an
aircraft or missale  flying in the wake at a given range increases as

(a) the speed of the targtt  decreases

(b) the span landing  of the target increases

(c) the speed of the tracking aircraft relative to the target
aircraft decreases

(cl) the span of the tracking aircraft relatave  to the target decreases.
The ratio of span  of traokang  aircraft to span of target to gLVe
maximum disturbance  will &pen6 largely upon the vortex core
diameter at the partacular range m question.

(e) the aileron  effectiveness of the tracking aircraft decreases.

Thus a small slow aircraft  flying in the wake of a large  heavily
loaded aircraft flyang at low speed would be expected to encounter
exceptionally severe disturbances. The disturbances encountered by a
missile attacking sn aircraft will depend largely upon the relative sizes
of the aircraft  and missile, bat in many circumstances may be small
especially as the closing speeds are usually high and the missile wing
span small.
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= air density (sllJ@)

= air density at sea level (slugs)

= lift coefficient = "/1,  p u2 s

= circu.Jation  around centre section cf wing

= dmmwerd velocity of vortex sheet imcdiately  bekind  wing
(ft/sec)

= cbmwsrd  velocity at any point due to the fully r01l.d  up
vortices (ft/sec)

= difYcrence  betmen  jet velocity (EAS) and aircraft INS
(knots)

= mean aileron angle (degrees)

= rate of roll (ae&rees/Bec)

= rate  of change of roilmg moment coefficient with aileron

angle = "/is p u2 s b 5.

= 1‘3%  of chlnge of rolling moment coefficient with rolling
velocity = =/; p U2 ET b $

= Mmh number

= dCL/da for lxilplvle

= %/dq for tailplane

= Elevator  a@e (degrees)
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TJIBLEI

Aircraft Data

Metear 4 EE. 522

Assect ratlo

Tape2  rat10

Ting section

Ving setting to fuselage datum

Aerodynamic mean chard

l32el capacity

Fcg oil capacity (for smoke)

All-up weight

C.G. position dth full fuel,
pdot but no fog oil

37’  4”

350 sq ft

3.98

2.2 : 1

EC 12I+o/o6@3  root
ED 0940/O&+0 tip

1.00

116.6 ins.

325 gals

I20 gala

16320  lb

2.4 ins sft of aatran
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